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1.0. The stative_:_dynamic opposition has a central role in linguistics. There exist various 

definitions of stativeness. In current semantics the term stative verb refers to one with a 

homogenous and indivisible temporal structure. Sentences with stative verbs cannot serve 

as answers to questions like What is he doing? !What is happening? English stative verbs 

do not occur in the continuous tenses, cf. *She is knowing the answer. *Tom was belonging 

to several libraries. On the other hand, in languages with an active typology, for example in 
Chocho, spoken in South-America, we also find verbs that are called stative. However, this 

stativeness is related to the degree of the activeness of the actor, the person that carries out 

a certain activity. In both of these cases stativeness as a lexical category characterises verbs 

as lexical entries. The stative meaning of passive participles in Rus�ian is discussed in the 

literature as a semantic category, but some linguists claim that forms with a stative (as 

opposed to the dynamic, or eventive) meaning are not identical with past passive participles; 

rather, the two are homonymous. Let us look at an example of passives with dynamic and 

statal meanings: 

STATAL PASSIVE DYNAMIC PASSIVE 

( 1) Ko20a Mbl 6blllU 6 KOMHame, OHa 6bllla y6paHa, HO Mbl He 3HaeM, K020a OH a 6bllla 

y6paHa. 

'When we were in the room it was clean, but we don't know when it was cleaned.' 

Without the dynamic/statal distinction we could not explain why this sentence does not 

yield a contradiction, i.e. the first clause could be regarded as an answer to the subordinated 

question in the second clause. An important difference between the two constructions is 

that the grammatical subject of a dynamic passive sentence bears the patient thematic role, 

while the subject of a passive sentence with a statal interpretation bears the theme thematic 

role. 
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2.0. The categories of voice and aspect are very closely linked in Russian. This is 

manifested, first of all, in the interdependence of the passive form and the aspect of the 

verb. Passive forms derived from imperfective verbs (the unmarked aspect) are formed 

with the postfix (rrocTqHmc) -cJl, whereas passive forms from perfective verbs are formed 
with the suffix -Him. In addition, it has been pointed out that the dynamic and the statal 

meanings (or interpretations) of the analytic passive forms are endowed with the 

characteristics of and can be co-ordinated with perfective and imperfective verbs 
respectively!. For example: . . .  KHJl3b BoJZKOHCKuii 6bzll 6bZ3eaH u3 �epKeu u noJZyl.JuJZ KoHeepm 

om KHJl3Jl Kymy3oea. 'Prince Volkonskij was called from the church and got an envelope 

from prince Kutuzov.' 3oaHue 6bzJZo ece epeMJl 3aKpbzmo, u cmyoeHmbz cuoe.;zu Ha JZecmHu�e 

'The building was always locked and the students were always sitting on the steps.' 

2.1. Perfective passive forms are inseparable from the stative (statal) meaning2• This is 

explained by the fact that when the point of termination (rrpe.n;en) is reached a new state 
comes into being. The logical object, i.e. patient/theme of the action is foregrounded, and 

the new state of the logical object is highlighted in the case of passive voice, as opposed to 

the active voice where the subject of the action or state is the centre of attention. 

2.2. It is commonly accepted that the perfective aspect in Russian does not refer to a 

durative action (except for some Aktionsarts ( crroco6 .n;e:llcTBH51). For this reason it is not 
surprising that perfective forms in the passive voice referring to a period of time which 

follows the point of termination can never refer to an action but only a state. In terms of 

theoretical linguistics we should speak about the complementary distribution of actions and 
states: an action is encoded by the reference to the point of termination (dynamic 

interpretation), whereas a state (statal interpretation) by the reference to the period ensuing 

after the point of termination is reached. When the state is preserved up to the time of 

speech the meaning is perfect. In the case of imperfective forms, especially their actual 

meaning (KOHKpeTHo-rrpou:eccHoe 3HaqeHne) we cannot speak about a point of termination. 

2.3. In addition to telicity, transitivity also plays an important role in the voice system of 
languages. This category, called a lexical-grammatical rank by Bondarko (neKCHKO

rpaMMaTnqecKn:ll pa3p5I.n;)3, however, has significance not only in Russian and in other 

Slavonic languages, but in most languages of the world. It is directly linked with grammatical 

category of voice being in the centre of the functional-semantic field of voice (3anorosocTh)4• 

1. XPAKOBCK.l/LH, B. C. (1991): IlacCU6Hble KOHCmpyKlfUU. Teopufl C/>yHKlfUOHaJlbHOLl rpa.MJIW/JlU/(U,' 

Il epcoHafl bHocmb: 3aRozoeocmb,CaHI<T-I1eTep6ypr, cTp. 141-155, OPOC, A. (2000): K eonpocy o6 

acneJonyaflbftocmu cmpaiJamenbHbZX KOHcmpyKtfut'i.Koszonto konyv Krekits J6zsef 70. sziiletesnapjara,Szeged, 

CTp. 263. 

2. XPAKOBCKI1H, B. C. (1991 ): Il acCU6Hble JWHC111pYJ<lfUU. Teopufl C/>yHKlfUO/iaJ/b/Wll rpa.MJ\tannuw: 

Il epcoHa!lbHOCmb: 3aJlozoeocmb, CaHKT-I1eTep6ypr, CTp. 141-155. 

3. EOH,l(APKO, A. B. (1976): Teopufl Awppo!l02U'IeCJatX J<amezopul'i, fleHHHrpa,D;. 

4. EOH.D:APKO, A. B. (1972): «K TeopHH rroJI}l B rpaMMaTHI<e: 3anor H 3anoroBOCT&», Bqnpocbz J!3bllW3HaHufl; 

(1976); EOH,l(APKO, A. B. (1976): Teopufl JltoprjJofl02tt'leCI(UX gamezopw'i, fleHHHrpa,D;. 
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Moreover, telicity and transitivity are related to each other. As Klaiman points out, there is 

a tendency for lowered transitivity to be associated with irrealis and nonpunctual 

temporomodal categories of the verb, which is observed in Russian as well, although she 

does not mention Russian5• Later she adds that there is a logical affinity between noneventual 

categories, especially the nonpunctual, and atelic Aktionsart (ibid). These remarks seem 

too general, so let us look at how they are manifested in a more particular lexical group in 

Russian. 

2.4. As is widely accepted in the literature devoted to the topic of voice, Russian verbs 

ending on the postfix -ea are characterized by intransitiv1.ty6. There exist a few aspectual 

pairs in which the postfix is present in the imperfective, but not in the perfective form. The 

following pairs should be mentioned: caoumbcR-cecmb 'sit down'; nepeca;;�eueambcR

nepececmb 'sit over'; JtOJICUmbcR-Jteitb 'go to bed, lie down'. The presence of the postfix in 

the imperfective forms and its absence in the perfective ones is explained by the above 
mentioned higher level of telicity of perfective forms and the affinity of telicity to transitivity. 

It seems that transitivity and telicity have something in common, and are different forms of 

manifestation of the same abstract phenomenon which plays an integral part in the functional
semantic field of voice. Clearly, intransitivity or telicity alone is not sufficient to justify the 

presence of the postfix -cR. On the one hand, one could raise the question: if the postfix 

indicates the intransitivity of the verb it is attached to, why is it present in such genuinely 

intransitive verbs as cmaHoeumbcR 'become', JtOJICUmbcR 'go to bed', npocHymbcR 'wake 

up'? On the other hand, Pete notes that verbs with the postfix in question express processes 

(not states)1. But then another question arises: why do we find the postfix on verbs denoting 

Aktionsarts that express genuinely dynamic activities without the postfix? Consider the 

following words: 3azoeopumbcR 'talk a lot', 3auzpambcR 'play a lot'. 

3.0. On the one hand, there have been many researchers who wrote about the relationship 
of reflexivity and passiveness8• S. Kemmer's two works are the most exhaustive analyses. 

The essence of her theory is that in both passive and reflexive structures the participants are 
not as distinguishable as they are in transitive structures. In other words, these participants 

are not separated from one another to the same extent as in transitive situations. The following 

scale is established by Kemmer9: 

Two-participant 
Event 

Reflexive Middle 

5. KLAIMAN, T. M. (1991): Grammatical Voice, Cambridge 1991, p.95. 

One-participant Event 

6. EOH,lJ,APKO, A. B. ( 1972): K meopuu nonfl 8 zpa;HMamuKe: 3anoz u 3aJTozo8ocmb: Bonpoc&r 5l3&II<03Hamm; 

(1976); EOH,lJ,APKO, A. B. (1976): TeopuJL MopcjJonozlt'teCTwx Kamezopu£i. Jiemrnrpa,n:. 

7. IIETE, 11. (2000): Vorgangspassiv u Zustandspassiv 8 pyccTwM JL3bllW. K6sz6nto konyv Papp Ferenc 70. 

szeletesnapjara. Szeged. 

8. BABBY, L. H., BRECHT, R.D. (1975): The syntax o.fvoice in Russian. Language 51/2.; KEMMER, S. (1993): 

The middle voice. Amsterdam; KEMMER, S. (1994): The middle voice, Transitivity and the Elaboration of 

Events. Voice: Form and Function. Amsterdam, pp. 179-230. 

9. KEMMER, S. (1993): The middle voice. Amsterdam, p. 173. 
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Degree of distinguishability of events 

The lower distinguishability of participants in the case of verbs with the postfix -cfl, 

which is accompanied by the lower telicity and lower transitivity of the verbs under 

discussion, is linked to the evolution of the form -cfl from the reflexive pronoun ce6JL by 

way of a quantitative reduction. In Russian this form constitutes a single phonological and 

orthographic word with the verb. According to Kemmer's extensive argumentation, which 

is not adopted in the present work, the form -cfl as well as its reflexives in other Indo

European languages can only be analysed as middle, but not reflexive, markers. In fact 

there is an observable tendency in Russian linguistics to question the traditional classification 

of verbs ending in -cfl as reflexives and passive forms. Notable linguists, e.g. Bulanin, 

agree that the distinction is no longer tenable10• The question arises whether the following 

sentences belong to the class of passives or reflexives: 

(2) llpo2paMMa KomjJepeH71uu npoiJoJZ:JJCaemcfl 6 aKm060M 3aJZe. 

'The programme of the conference continues in the assembly hall.' 

(3) CJZyxu 6 HauteM KOJllleKmu6e 6bzcmpo pacnpocmpaHJLJOmcJL. 

'Rumour spreads quickly in our working team.' 

The intransitivity of verbs ending on the postfix -cfl was touched upon above. We should 

point out that it has long been acknowledged by classical Russian linguists that the postfix 

-cfl refers to an activity confined to the sphere of the subject. This is especially true for 

verbs pertaining to some Aktionsarts, e.g. the augmentative: Ha2oeopumbcfl 'talk a lot', 
Hau2pambCJl 'play a lot'----; the finitive, combined with the meaning of relief: om6oeeambcfl 

'finish fighting', omMyttumbcfl 'stop suffering'; the intensive, combined with the meaning 

of enjoyment: 3a2oeopumbcfl 'talk a lot (and fail to notice something)', 3acMompembcJl 

'take a look at something and enjoy it'. It seems obvious that in these examples the subject 

plays a central role. On the other hand, there are some phenomena that are common to 

Russian, which is a representative of the Slavic family (Eastem-Slavic ), (Swedish being a 
Germanic (Northern-Germanic) language and Spanish, belonging to the Neo-Roman 

language family). The point under discussion is the interrelationship of certain forms that 
are commonly discussed under the category of reflexive and forms that are treated by linguists 

as passive forms. The fact that two semantic categories are expressed by similar forms in 
three such diverse languages raises the possibility that the phenomenon might stem from 

common In do-European. 

Spanish: (4) Juan se mort6 'Juan killed himself' and 'Juan got killed' (Arce-Arenales 
1994, 4). 

Swedish: (5) Slottet besoks av manga turister. 'The castle is visited by many tourists.' 
(6) Niir foddes din son? 'When was your son born?' 

10. EYnAHI1H, n. n. (2001): 0 HeKomOpblX CJlO;)JCHblX npo6JleMaX Kamezopuu 3QJl02Q. HccJle006QHUfl n o  

R3blK03HaHU10. K 70-!lemuJO ttReHa-KoppecnoHiJeHma PAH A.B. EoHiJap1w. Camcr-lleTep6ypr, CTp. 163-169. 
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Russian: (7) ,l{eopeLf noceUJaemcJl MH02UMU mypucmaMu. '.The castle is visited by 
many tourists.' (8) Ko2oa poou!lcJl eaut cbzH? 'When was your son born?' 

3.1. In section 2.1.-2.2. we suggested that when a Russian passive participle expresses 

an event (dynamic passive), it is punctual, but when it expresses a state it is durative. In the 

present section we will look at the distribution of the analytic passive expressed by participles 

and the synthetic passive expressed by verbs with the postfix -cJl in light of telicity. We 

noted above that the statal interpretation of the analytic passive, which is primarily and 
historically prior11 to the dynamic (eve:ntive) interpretation, can only be atelic. On the other 

hand, Pupinin and Bulanin claim that synthetic passive forms can only be made from such 

imperfective 

verbs that are also telic12• Although this opinion can be regarded as extreme and 

exaggerated, we should admit that no absolutive (hence intransitive and atelic) use of a 
verb occurs in the passive. That said, the difference between the formal markers of the 

perfective and imperfective passives is naturally explained. Let us look at a table representing 

the phenomenon: 

aspect imperfective perfective 

passive marker postfix -cfl suffix -Him 

the active forms transitive & atelic/telic transitive & telic 

the passive forms intransitive & telic (atelic) intransitive & 
at elicit elic 

3.2. It is significantly easier to explain irregular phenomena in present-day Russian if 
we consider earlier stages of the language. Earlier stages resemble those of other languages 

that have a typology other than the nominative. Let us first look at phenomena to be found 

in some non-European languages. 

3.2.1. The referent of the grammatical subject, i.e. agent of the sentence cannot have 

less potential to control the event described in the sentence than the referent of any other 
participant. This is called ontological control. The ability to control the event, in turn, assumes 

consciousness in the first place but also the power to influence the flow of events. For 

example, in Korean we can only find the equivalent of the sentence 'The man is chasing the 

ball' in the active voice, whereas the equivalent of the sentence meaning 'The taxi is chasing 

the car' is possible in both the active and the passive voice, while the equivalent of the 

11. JESPERSEN 0. (1963): The Philosophy of Grammm: London, p. 274. 

12. I1YI11IHHH IO.A. (1980): <l>yHTCLfUOHupo6aHue <jJopA·t HeC06eputeHHozo u co6epweHHozo 6U006 6 nacctt6HblX 

KOHCmpyi\L{U5lX. cPyHKlfUOHQJlbl-lblU Ql-laJlU3 zpaMMamutteCI\UX eOUHUlf. neHHHrpa,!l;, CTp. 29 H 32; IlYilblHHH 

IO.A. (1995): B3aUAtl-lble C65l3U zpa.MMamutteCKUX T<amezopuu 6uoa u 3aJl02a 6 pyccKOA1 5l3blKe. CeuaHmUIW u 

cmpyKmypa CllQ65ll-lCIW20 6Uoa /. BaprnaBa, CTp. 159-174; EYnAHHH n.n. (1986): Kamezopu5l 3QJl02a 6 

C06pehtel-li-IOM pyCCIWA1 5l3blKe. JleHHHrpa,!l;, CTp. 15. 
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sentence 'I am being chased by time (feel pressured by lack of time)' is only possible in the 

passive voice13• Apparently, this system is driven by the attribution of control, rather than 

by mere animacy, because the equivalent of the sentence 'The car struck the man' is possible 

both in the active and the passive voice. Likewise, the equivalent of the sentence 'The 

horse/baby kicked the man' can only be in the passive voice in Navajo, because an animal 

or a baby cannot assume more control of an event than a man. 

3.2.2. Although we have nothing that could serve as direct evidence of the previous 

existence of a similar constraint on subjects in Russian, it is acknowledged that neither the 

postfix -c.fl nor the suffix -Him was originally a truly passive marker. It means that the 

subject of -c.fl and -Him constructions was not only the grammatical subject, but also the 

logical one. The postfix -c.fl evolved from the reflexive pronoun ce65l 'self', so verbs with 

C.fl were originally reflexive, whereas forms with the suffix -Him, as analytic, or periphrastic, 

passive forms in other IE languages, had statal meaning. Therefore, (as described above in 

section 1.0.) the subjects of these constructions assumed the theme rather than the patient 

thematic role. It is also worth considering the following sentences, which have not been 

accounted for thoroughly: 

(9) JloiJKy yHecJZo eoiJou 

boatACC driftSG .NEUTR.PRAET.ACT wateriNSTR 

'The water drifted the boat away.' 

(10) TeHepaJZa pa3daeuJZo mamwM 

generalACC crushSG .NEUTR.PRAET.ACT tankiNSTR 

'The tank crushed the general to death.' 

It is noteworthy that these constructions represent the mixture of the active and the 

passive voices in that the logical object is in the objective case (as in active structures), but 

the logical subject, that is the force that initiates the event, is in the instrumental (as the 

agent in passive sentences). The verb in examples 9) - 10) is in the singular and in the 

neutral form. The peculiar characteristic of these sentences under discussion is that they 
denote events involving natural forces and as such, the activities cannot have human agents. 

They have no grammatical subjects, and no participant can be in the subjective, i.e. nominative 

case. For this reason, they are sometimes classified under the term 'subjectless voice' 
"6ecrro.n;rre)l(aiJJ;HbiH 3arror". That the initiators in the instrumental case of the events described 

in the sentence cannot be humans can perhaps be attributed to the fact that humans are 

endowed with the ability to control an event consciously. It should be added that cross

linguistic studies show that a participant in the objective case is even less capable of 

controlling the event than a participant in the instrumental case. 

3.3. As was mentioned in section 1.0. there are languages spoken on other continents 

that belong to the active typology. The name is motivated by the presence of active and 

13. KLAIMAN T.M. (1991): Grammatical Voice. Cambridge 1991, p.173. 
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inactive (stative) verbs in these languages. The basis of the distinction between the two 
types of verbs is the presence/absence of dynamics of the activity or state described by the 

verb. (So the terms active typology and active verbs are not to be confused with the active 
voice attested in nominative languages.) Transitive verbs can only be active, whereas 

intransitive verbs can be active or inactive. A few examples should be furnished: the 

equivalents of 'play', 'run' and 'fly' are intransitive and active verbs, while the equivalents 

of 'remain', 'hang', 'be ill', 'stand', 'lie' are intransitive and inactive verbs. It follows that 

the typology in question differs from the ergative typology, because the latter is characterised 

by the opposition of transitive and intransitive verbs. However, the majority of linguists 

consider the active typology only a subtype of the ergative typology. There are also 

grammarians, for example Klimov, who claim that the ergative and nominative structures 

are independent branches of development of the active typologyl4. In the nominative typology 

the subject-object opposition is dominant. From what has been said it follows that the 
system of transitive and intransitive verbs in languages belonging to the active typology is 

asymmetric. The asymmetry is also marked, perhaps intensified, by the morphological cases 

of the first arguments (i.e. the «subjects»), which can be active or inactive accordingly. 

Active intransitive verbs can be controlled by their subjects more than inactive intransitive 

verbs. A tendency appeared then to redress the balance. Active languages started to divide 

transitive verbs into two classes according to whether their subjects had the ability to control 

the situation denoted by the verb. This change can be compared to how transitive verbs split 

into active and middle in Sanskrit and Old-Greek according to whether the subject had the 

ability to control the event. The middle voice in dead Indo-European languages such as 

Sanskrit and Old-Greek can be defined as follows: «The implications of the middle (when 

it is in opposition with the active) are that 'action' or 'state' affects the subject of the verb or 

his interests.»15• An example of the active/middle distinction could be the Sanskrit equivalents 
of the following English sentences taken from Klaiman: 'Devadatta bends the stick' and 

'The stick bends'. The first sentence belongs to the active voice whereas the second belongs 

to the middle voice in Sanskrit. 

3.3.l.lt is clear that the Sanskrit sentences mentioned in the preceding paragraph, when 

translated into Russian can be compared to the Sanskrit active/middle pair: BJZaouMup 

czu6aem naJZKY 'Vladimir bends the stick.' and JlaJZKa czu6aemcJl 'The stick bends'. 

Historically, this usage of the postfix was referred to as the middle-reflexive meaning ( cpe,n:He

B03BpaTHoe 3HalJeHHe) by Vinogradov. At the same time, the extreme opinion of Kemmer, 

who claims that all instances of the postfix -cJl and its related morphemes in other lE 

languages are middle rather than reflexive markers, should not be accepted, although it 

should be admitted that there is a systematic change of meaning when the reflexives of the 

ce6Jl 'self' pronoun change to the -cJl morpheme. If we summarise what has been said by 
other linguists, we can conclude that the postfix -cJl expresses intransitivity and the presence 

of some dynamics. In this way we have unified the descriptions given by Bondarko and 

Pete above in section 2.4. 

14. KJIHMOB r.A. (1972): K xapaKmepucmuKe fl3bl/W6 a/(/11U6H020 cmpofl. BorrpOCbi 5l3biiC03HaHIHI. 1972/4, CTp. 

1-13.; KJIHMOB r.A. (1977): TunOJZOZUfl fl3bl/W6 mamt6H020 cmpofl. MocKBa. 

15. LYONS J. (1968): Introduction to theoreticallinguistics. Cambridge. 
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3.4.We turn now to past participles with the suffix -Him. If we look at the participle 

forms, and not the lexical verbs comprising the participles, we find that they cannot collocate 

with a direct object in the objective case. In this, they share this characteristic with the 

postfix -c.R. On the other hand, they do not express the presence of dynamics: on the contrary, 

if we take the meaning of statal passive, which was historically primary to the dynamic 

interpretation, the meaning is contrary. We recall the distribution of the two passive markers 

from section 2.0. and the explanation given in 2.4. and 3.1. The question arises, can we treat 

verbs with the postfix -c.R, that are classified as reflexives in traditional Russian linguistics, 

and pastparticiples with the suffix -Him, as different forms of the same lexeme rather than 

different lexemes? The following examples should be considered: 

( l l)a. Dta3a om4a ttacmo eocnanalOmca. - ( l l)b. Dta3a om4a eocnartUJlUCb - (ll)c. Tlla3a 

om4a eocnaneHbl. 'Father's eyes often get inflamed-Father's eyes (have) got inflamed.-Father's 

eyes are inflamed.' 

(12)a. Mawa ttacmo ozopttaemca.- (12)b. Mawa ozopttUllacb.- (12)c. Mawa ozoptteHa. 'Mary 

often gets distressed -Mary (has) got distressed -Mary is distressed' 

(13)a. J1eaH HenezKo paccmpaueaemca.- (13)b. 11eaH otteHb paccmpou!lcfl.- (13)c.11eaH otteHb 

paccmpoeH. 'I van gets frustrated easily.-I van (has) got very frustrated.-I van is very frustrated.' 

(14)a.,aeepb omKpbZ6aemca. (14)b.,aeepb omKpbz!lacb.- (14)c. ,aeepb omKpbzma. 'The door 

is opening.-The door (has) opened.-The door is open.' 

(15)a . .fluttKU Ma!lbttwwe onycKmomca He cpa3y noc!le poJicoeHufl. (15)b. Y Hezo auttKU 

onycmtutucb C!lULUTWM paHo. - (15)c.Y mpex!lemHezo MartbttUKa flUttKU y:J1ce onyUfeHbl. 'Young 

boys' testicles do not lower right after their birth.-His testicles lowered too early. -A three-year

old boy's testicles are already lowered.' 

(16)a. 3aMKU pa3eanuemomca ecflu ux He peMoHmupylOm Ka:JICObZe oeao4amb JZem. - (16)b. 

3aMoK zparjJa pa36a!lUJlCfl nocJZe Ka3HU X03flUHa. (16)c. ,aaeau He examb 6 06flOM06CK! My3eu 

3aKpbzm, 3aMOK pmeaJZeH. 'Castles fall to pieces if they are not renovated every twenty years. -

The count's castle fell to pieces after the owner's death. - Let us not go to Oblomovsk. The 

museum is closed, the castle is in pieces.' 

( 17)a. llie!lbp BOT<pyz AHmapKmuobz HepeoKo nozpyJicaemca. -( 17)b. llieJZbrjJ nozpy3WlCfl. -

(17)c. llie!lbp nozpyJiceH 'The ice-layer around Antarctica often sinks.-The ice-layer has sunk.

The ice-layer is sunk'. 

The a. and b. sentences describe (repeated) processes in which the point of termination 

is reached without the help of an external participant, that is an agent. The events described 

are spontaneous and are related to phenomena of biological organisms, psychology and 

natural forces. The c. sentences describe states that emerge as a result of reaching the point 

of termination, so they indicate the termination of the processes in the a. and b. sentences. 

This type of sentences that describe states that have come about without the instigation of 

an agent are called statives ( cTanm ) , or underived statal passives (HerrpoH3BO,D;HhiH rraccHB ). 

The opposite is resultatives (pe3yJII>TaTHB ) , which are states that are preceded by an event 
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that occurred with the instigation of an agent. The stative-resultative opposition is described 

in detail in the work of Nedjalkov and Jahontov16• 

3.4.1. We claim that the possibility of a participle ending in the suffix -Him having a 
stative meaning (in addition to the resultative meaning) is conditional upon the stem verb 

having a form (but not the genuinely passive form made from imperfective verbs) with the 
postfix -cR. This means that the c. examples ( 11 )-( 17) in section 3 .4. displaying the suffix -

Him would be inconceivable if the a.- b. sentences did not exist. In fact Knazev17 notes, but 

does not explain why (18) is grammatical and (19) is agrammatical. (Of course there may 

be some non-trivial readings under which (19) is correct.) 

(18) Ha eepeeKe noeetueHbl nJLambfl 

'There are clothes hung on the rope.'. 

(19) *Ha oepeee noeetueHbl fl6JLOKU 

'There are apples hung on the tree.' 

There are many sentences that are not grammatical for the same reason as (19) is bad, cf.: 

(20) *Ha yJLutfe nocmaeJLeHbl oepeebfl 

'There are trees put on the street' 

It is also true, that there is no verb-form with the postfix -eR (except for the -eR passive 

marker attached to the imperfective forms of verbs) if the event is inconceivable without an 

agent instigating it (Babby-Brecht 1975). The verbs noeecumb 'hang', and nocmaeumb 

'put, set' are typical examples. In (11)-(17) there are no agents, which implies that the 

forms with the postfix -eR are not reflexives, and furthermore that the affected entities 

could not be regarded as patients. The sentences a. -c. describe three stages of the same 

process, so the verb forms with the postfix -eR and the participles with the suffix -Him 

should be regarded as members of the same paradigm - word forms of the same lexeme and 

same voice. They were classified as middle verbs by us. Following other linguists, Gavrilova 

calls passive forms with a statal meaning (so both resultative and stative) objective quasi
passives (o6'heKTHbiH KBa3HrraccHB) . However, she does not deal with either the question of 
the resultative-stative distinction or the interdependence of forms ending in -eR and -Him. 

She classifies the c. sentences in (11)-(17) as (forms of) "statal aspect" (cTaTaJibHbiH BH.JJ:)i8• 

We contend that the basic difference between forms like eocnaJlflemcR and eocna;zeH is not 

one of aspectual character, since both of them express two stages of the same process - the 

16. HE,lJ}IJIKOB B.IT., 5IXOHTOB C.E. (1983): Tuno!l02Ufl pe3y!lbnwmu6HblX TWHcmpyTa{uii. Tuno!l02Ufl 

pe3y!lbl11a/11U6HblX KOHCmpyKl{Uii JleHHHrpa,[l. 

17. KH5I3EB IO.IT. (1989): KoHcmpyKLfUU c pyccTwMu npu'lacmuflMU Ha Him. 6 ceMaHmu'lecTwii l<!laccurjJw<mfUU 

npeouKamo6. Borrpochr 5I3hiK03HaHH51. 1989/6cTp. 87. 

18. fABPHJIOBA B.H. (1998): Kpanuwe npu'lacmu Ha -Him. /(Q/( rjJopA-ta Cl11Ql11QJlbH020 6UOa cmpaoame!lbH020 

3a!loza. Tuno!l02Ufl 6UOa, npo6!leA•lbl, 110UCI(U, peuteHUfl. Mocrma, CTp. 99-114; fABPHJIOBA B.H. ( 1999): 

Co3HQ/1leJ/bHble oeiicm6Ufl, cmuxuiiHble npOLfeCCbl u cumym{Ufl C030aHUJl u CHRI11UR npezpaObl .. Jiozu'leCiatii aHa!lU3 

fl3bll<a. Jl3bli(U owwMu'lecgozo Atupa. ,IJ;y6Ha, CTp. 159-174. 
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former describing the event before the point of termination is reached, and the latter describing 

the state after it is reached. In Gavrilova's account these forms also constitute one paradigm, 

but she does not attach importance to the interrelationship of verb forms with the postfix -

Cfl and the verb forms with the suffix -Him having a stative (underived statal passive) meaning. 

3.5. The argumentation presented in the previous section is in line with the theory that 

the statal passive is historically primary with respect to the dynamic passive. In particular, 

the subject of the construction that we call middle is not understood as a participant carrying 
out an action, and neither is it an argument with the patient thematic role upon which 

something is externally performed. The formation of the dynamic, or eventive, passive 

from the statal passive can be explained as follows. When the rule requiring that the 

grammatical subject should have more control over the event described by the sentence 

ceased to exist (the sentences (11) - (17) raise the possibility that such a rule existed in 

Indo-European, in particular in Russian) the subject was reinterpreted as the entity that 

undergoes the process described by the verb. In other words, eventuality and the affectedness 

of the subject could be expressed in the one form. This change was accompanied by the 

reinterpretation of the participle. As previously argued, the participle with the suffix -Him 

began to be interpreted as a finite verb. As this form started to indicate the reaching of the 

point of termination in addition to the state following the point of termination, it was also 

able to determine the aspectual feature of the sentence. 

4.0. In conclusion, it has been argued that the statal and dynamic meanings of the passive 

voice can be linked to different historical stages (prenominative and nominative respectively) 

of languages. An explanation for the different formal markers of perfective and imperfective 
passive forms has also been presented. 
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